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Charlie Puth is a singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist, arranger and producer, but his “real
talent” schtick has sadly been undercut by the whims of his pop-machine superiors. Of the
bloodless ballads on his debut Nine Track Mind, Puth told the Seattle Times: “That was people
nudging me in a direction that I didn’t want to go in.” His second album Voicenotes sets Puth
free in the kind of whimsical auteur album that’s all-too-rare in a pop industry that avoids taking
risks on art of great consequence.

Much better than Nine Track Mind (frankly, nearly everything is), Voicenotes is replete with
ear-catching flourishes. Classic pop strings swoop and dive dramatically, layers of vocals ache
like vintage Brian Wilson and there’s even a clavinet on “L.A. Girls” that sounds a lot like the
one Sun Ra used on Atlantis. But this is still a middle-of-the-road pop album that won’t
convince naysayers of Puth’s worth as a pop star, and if he has a What’s Going On in him, the
26-year-old has a long way to go before he makes it.

Like so many young white pop stars aiming to prove themselves, Puth liberally borrows from
black pop. But he doesn’t co-opt the rap swagger that Justin Timberlake and Miley Cyrus
adapted to their own whims. Instead, it’s the smooth, suit-and-tie sophistication of ‘80s and
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‘90s R&B acts like New Edition and Boyz II Men, the latter of whom features on the album’s
most gorgeous track, the mostly acapella “If You Leave Me Now.” Puth’s take on the genre is
more reverent rather than cartoonish; he doesn’t pretend he’s always been an R&B singer,
he’s just dipping his big toe into the waters.

He’s also decided to take a cue from one of the biggest commercial and artistic triumphs in
recent R&B. Like Beyoncé’s Lemonade, Voicenotes is a concept album loosely based around
infidelity. Puth’s the philanderer in this narrative, but on several songs, he cedes the narrative
voice to the woman. With its “How long/ Has this been going on” hook, “How Long” sounds like
a woman-you-done-me-wrong tantrum until you realize the hook is sung by the woman.
Likewise, “Done For Me” features the woman’s perspective in the form of a Kehlani guest
verse, and when they harmonize on the line “tell me what you’ve done for me” towards the
end, their voices competing for space, it’s kind of beautiful.

But Puth is still the star of his album, and as he becomes increasingly lovelorn on such tracks
as “Through It All,” it’s hard to sympathize with his pain. He makes it very clear he’s in the
wrong, but his struggle is still at the center of the album’s concept. He was at least likable on
Nine Track Mind, but not so much here, even as his voice brims with a golden-retriever
friendliness that makes sleazier songs like “L.A. Girls” about as convincingly nasty as Tim
Buckley’s sex-funk albums. He’s not much of a horndog—but who is he? On an album that is
supposedly more liberating, the artist should give us more of an idea.
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